Built-in image search dramatically expands video making possibilities. Find the perfect images to include in history reports, science concept explanations or creative stories by searching the vast image catalogs of several amazing educational resources or by searching the web.

Access image search from the photo selection screen. You can search for and select images to include in your videos just as if they were in your camera roll. Quick and easy!

**Educational Search and Web Search**

Search is divided up into two categories, Educational Search and Web Search. **Educational Search Sources:** Library of Congress, the British Library, Metropolitan Museum of Art, NASA, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. **Web Search Sources:** Flickr Creative Commons, Wikimedia Commons, Open ClipArt, Yahoo Web Images, and Giphy Animated GIFs

**Safely Search the Web**

Our web searches use the strictest image search settings available from the search provider and we have additional safe search filters layered on top to make sure the content served is appropriate for students. Educational Search sources are the safest search options. Web Search sources offer a wider selection of images, but the occasional PG-13 image (ex: bathing suit model) could sneak through our filters.

**Add Maps and Satellite Images**

Search for a location, toggle between map or satellite view, drop pins, and then snap a photo of the map to include in your video. If you’re not sure where to start, you can explore our Famous Landmark gallery, which includes 35+ important natural and man-made sites.

**Simple Image Citation**

An image credit page is automatically added to the end of any video that uses web images or maps. Credits are added when you export the video to your camera roll or share it. Credits list the domain where the image was found and a link to the full citation hosted on our website.

**Option to Disable Image Search**

Administrators can disable Web Image Search and/or Educational Image Search in the device’s Settings app. It’s possible to disable Web Search, while leaving Educational Search enabled for more control over sources available to students.

**Image Copyright Information**

While most of our image search content is in the public domain or licensed under Creative Commons, not all of our image search sources offer exclusively fair use images. Find copyright information for each source on the next page.

Concerns about Image Search? Email us help@get-puppet.com.